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That good news is likely the result of increased
public awareness. Here in Mississippi, a nonprofit
organization called Mississippi 811 has the job of en-
suring that damage doesn’t happen. They’re the folks
you (hopefully) call before you put a shovel in the
ground. 811 President Sam Johnson told me that, in
the past year, 648 reports of underground utility dam-
ages have been reported in the state. That number is
nearly 20 percent lower than the previous one-year
period. In the same period, requests to locate buried
utilities has increased significantly. “Hopefully, the
increase in locate requests is an indicator that the
public is paying attention,” Johnson said.

Johnson and his staff have been working hard to
get the message out. 811 runs awareness ads on state-
wide radio and cable networks, as well as billboards,
and sends out instructors to conduct awareness activ-
ities and train digging crews. Those efforts are aug-
mented by utility companies that conduct their own
efforts through ads, billboards and other awareness
programs.

Many people wouldn’t think twice about digging a
hole in their yard to plant a tree or put in a flower bed,
but even digging a few inches with a shovel can sever
a power line, cable or gas line. A free 811 call can not
only keep you from getting yelled at by the neighbors
when you cut their cable TV, it could keep you from
being electrocuted by cutting into a power line or
blowing up your neighborhood after rupturing a gas
line. It can also save you money because you may
have to pay for the damage, and you could be subject
to fines under the new state law as well. (If you are a
contractor and don’t make the call, your insurance
company will probably not cover you for the dam-
ages.)

When you call, a crew will be dispatched to mark
underground utilities running through your property.
Crews will use paint and/or flags to mark where util-
ities are buried. Each type of utility has its own color:
red for electrical lines, yellow for potentially danger-
ous or toxic materials such as natural gas, petroleum
or steam; orange for telecommunications lines; blue
for water lines; green for sewer lines; purple for slur-
ry pipelines; pink for temporary survey markings;
and white for areas with proposed excavations.

There is also a lot more at stake now if you don’t
call. A new law signed last year by Gov. Phil Bryant
will authorize legal penalties to people who violate the
state’s digging laws and cause damage to buried util-
ities. The law authorizes a fine, ranging from $500 to
$5,000 per incident.

“Anytime you hear a friend or neighbor say some-
thing about a project that will involve any excavation,
be sure to remind them to call 811 at least two work-
ing days before they start their project,” he noted. “If
you see someone that you care about, excavating but
you don’t see any signs that the utilities have been
marked (flags, paint, etc.), ask them if they have tak-
en advantage of the free service to have the utilities
marked. It’s the law, and it’s just the right and safe
thing to do.”

Contact Bill Moak at moakconsumer@gmail.com.
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on this opioid thing, especially not here in Rankin Coun-
ty.”

Thursday’s news conference was to announce the ar-
rests of Jay Darby, 38, of Jackson; Courtney Brown, 24,
of Mount Olive; Steven Goode, 31, of Pearl; Lisa Della-
penna, 44, of Pearl; Matthew Peacock, 38, of Menden-
hall; Elizabeth Blackmon, 24, of Canton; and Lisa Wil-
loughby, 47, of Brandon on a range of charges including
sale of a controlled substance, trafficking of a con-
trolled substance, conspiracy to traffic a controlled
substance and obtaining a controlled substance by
fraud.

MBN Director John Dowdy said the reason the case
continues to grow is Tincher wasn’t just prescribing to
patients.

“Tincher was being paid substantial amounts of cash
to prescribe the drugs to people who were nothing more

than dealers and were selling on the street,” Dowdy
said. 

DEA Special Agent in Charge Daniel Comeaux said
it’s time for Mississippians to understand the opioid
epidemic is not just in their county or their hometown,
it’s in their neighborhood. 

“There’s definitely a problem here. We just had 12
arrests here, and if you go down the street, there were
another 19 arrests on the Coast yesterday for this same
problem, the same issues. This is here, this is next door
to you,” he said. “(People) see prescription pills and
they say they’re clean because they’re prescribed by a
doctor. The problem with that is that they often lead to
heroin, a very dirty, nasty drug that causes a lot of other
problems that we’re trying to stop.”

Dowdy said in some counties in Mississippi, the
number of opioid prescriptions doubles or more than
doubles the population. 

“There were enough opioids prescribed last year
that every living breathing person in the state could
have possessed 70 dosage units each,” he said. “Opioid
deaths are the leading cause of death among people un-
der 50 in America ... As it stands, you have someone dy-

ing from opioid-related overdoses every 16 minutes in
this country.”

The rise in opioid abuse has also led to a spike in
pharmacy burglaries. MBN worked 43 successful phar-
macy burglaries in Mississippi last year. 

“The people who did that specifically targeted
opioids because of the value this drug has on the street
right now,” Dowdy said.

Department of Public Safety Commissioner Mar-
shall Fisher stressed that the epidemic is not just a pub-
lic safety issue, but a public health issue. He said au-
thorities have been in discussions with the Board of
Health, the Board of Medical Licensure, the Board of
Nursing and the Board of Pharmacy on how to battle the
issue.

“We can’t arrest our way out of this situation, we’ve
got to have their help,” he said. 

Baker said the fight is one the Legislature is taking
very seriously.

“We are working to make sure police have all the
tools necessary from a legislative standpoint to combat
this epidemic,” he said.

He also addressed doctors who continue to break the
law. 

“With respect to the bad doctors who are doing bad
things and the people who are working with them, these
gentlemen behind me are going to change their zip code
if they keep doing what they’re doing,” he said. “That’s
just the way it is. Most people are good doctors like
most police officers are good police officers, but there
are a few bad ones.”

Given the knee-jerk reaction of some medical pro-
fessionals as officials have doubled down on the fight
against opioid abuse, Dowdy had a message as well. 

“The approach that we’re taking here is that if a doc-
tor is properly prescribing and he’s documenting it and
has that patient-doctor relationship, they have nothing
to worry about,” he said. 
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A Mississippi lawmaker who said
weeks ago that people should be lynched
for removing Confederate monuments
is now criticizing the vandalism of a his-
torical marker about a lynching that gal-
vanized the civil rights movement.

State Rep. Karl Oliver’s district in-
cludes the community of Money, where
black teenager Emmett Till was kid-
napped and killed in 1955 for whistling at
a white woman in a grocery store.

During the past two weeks, someone
obliterated photos and other information
about Till on a state marker outside the
shuttered store. Vinyl was peeled from
one side of the cast aluminum marker.

“This cowardly act of destruction that
was inflicted on this particular historical
monument should serve as further evi-
dence of the need for, and responsibility
of, our state’s leadership to maintain and
protect these precious historical in-
sights to our past,” Oliver said.

His statement was first
reported in the Green-
wood Commonwealth
newspaper. Through a
House spokeswoman Fri-
day, Oliver confirmed to
The Associated Press that
the statement came from
him.

“This is the exact same destruction I
seek to prevent across our state,” said
Oliver, who has previously said he will
push for a state law to prevent the de-
struction of historical monuments.

In a Facebook post May 20, Oliver
wrote that Louisiana leaders were acting
like Nazis by taking down Confederate
monuments in New Orleans. He wrote, in
all capital letters, that they should be
“LYNCHED.”

After coming under sharp criticism
and being stripped of a committee lead-
ership position, Oliver posted an apology
May 22 on Facebook. When lawmakers
met in special session June 5 for the first
time since the post, Oliver privately
apologized to some black colleagues but
he sat in silence as 11 members of the
Legislative Black Caucus gave speeches
denouncing what he had said.

whose public relations firm made the
Till marker, is repairing it at an estimat-
ed cost of about $500. When the marker
was new, it cost about $8,000.

The damaged sign is outside the long-
closed Bryant’s Grocery & Meat Market,
where a 21-year-old white shopkeeper,
Carolyn Bryant, said Till whistled at her
in August 1955. The 14-year-old, who was
visiting from Chicago, was kidnapped,
tortured and killed because of her accu-
sation. His mother, Mamie Till Mobley,
insisted on an open-casket funeral in Chi-
cago so people could see her son’s muti-
lated body.

An all-white Mississippi jury acquit-
ted Bryant’s husband, Roy Bryant, and
his half brother, J.W. Milam, in the kill-
ing, but the two men later confessed in a
paid interview with Look magazine.

The Till maker was erected in 2011 as
part the Mississippi Freedom Trail, a se-
ries of state-funded markers at signifi-
cant civil rights sites. Allan Hammons,
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The damaged side of the Mississippi Freedom
Trail marker at Bryant’s Grocery on Money
Road is seen on Monday in Money. The
marker memorializes the place where Emmett
Till was kidnapped. He was later murdered. 
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“This ... should serve as further
evidence of the need for, and
responsibility of, our state’s
leadership to maintain and protect
these precious historical insights to
our past.”
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